Linguistic summaries have been studied for many years and allow to sum up large volumes of data in a very intuitive manner. They have been studied over several types of data. However, few works have been led on graph databses. Graph databases are becoming popular tools and have recently gained significant recognition with the emergence of the so-called NoSQL graph databases. These databases allow users to handle huge volumes of data (e.g., scientific data, social networks). There are several ways to consider graph summaries. In this paper, we detail the specificities of NoSQL graph databases and we discuss how to summarize them by introducing several types of linguistic summaries, namely structure summaries, data structure summaries and fuzzy summaries. We present extraction methods that have been tested over synthetic and real database experimentations.
Introduction
Representing data with graphs is now a proven practice. Graphs are used in many applications ranging from linguistics to chemistry and social networks. For instance, graphs allow one to intuitively illustrate the relationships between people, as well as those between people and the organizations they belong to.
Graphs are recognized to play an important role within the pattern recognition field [8] ; indeed, they are a key technology for retrieving relevant information, such as in fraud detection [15] or social/biological interactions. Relevant information can be retrieved either via data mining methods or predefined queries [1] .
Even if graphs are ubiquitous, their representation and use have taken many forms in the literature and in real applications [3, 14] . Theoretical works have attempted to formalize the representations and treatments of graphs More recently, they have been used in the semantic web framework, especially with ontologies. However, with the emergence of big data, the increasing volume and complexity of data and treatments, researchers have realized that robust database management systems are required. Additionally, classical relational database engines are not the solution, as shown in the performance comparisons done on this topic [7] . NoSQL is reputed for its suitability to handle big data [11] . NoSQL graph databases have thus been proposed as the best alternative for managing huge volumes of graph data and complex queries. There are several NoSQL engines; among them, Neo4j is one of the most popular.
In the NoSQL graph database model, the objects considered are nodes and relationships. Complex information on both nodes and relationships are managed as properties with (key, value) pairs. In addition to properties, nodes and relationships may be labeled with types. For instance, Fig. 1 shows the relationships between people and the places they live in. The relationship types depict whether people own or rent their housing. The type of housing can be an apartment or a house: we define this value as the node type. Node information (e.g., age of people) and relationships (e.g., monthly rental fees) can be provided as node and relationship properties (e.g., key = age).
Fig. 1. Example of a Graph Database
As the amount and the complexity of information increase, the need for summaries increases as well. The literature is rich with propositions on linguistic summaries of relational databases [5] . Linguistic summaries are based on protoforms, the first one being Qy are P where Q stands for a fuzzy quantifier, y are the objects to be summarized and P is a possible value, such as in Most students are young. Linguistic summaries have been extended in many works, for instance handle time series [2] . However, these works cannot be easily applied to NoSQL graph databases. The summaries we aim to discover must indeed be transposable to linguistic summaries. Moreover such databases combine several criteria that have never been considered altogether: node and relationship types, complex information contained in the (key, value) properties.
In this paper, we thus propose several types of linguistic summaries of NoSQL graph databases. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reports existing work on NoSQL graph databases and linguistic summarization. Section 3 introduces our definitions for linguistic summaries of NoSQL graph databases. In Section 4, we introduce the queries used to extract the summaries, by highlighting the power of NoSQL graph databases using the Cypher language. Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses perspectives for future work.
Background
Our work is strongly related to NoSQL graph databases and data summarization. We therefore review the basics of these two topics below.
Graphs
General Concepts. Graphs have been studied for a long time by mathematicians and computer scientists. A graph can be directed or not, labeled or not. It is defined as follows. When used in real world applications, graphs need to be provided with the capacity to label nodes and relations, thus leading to the so-called labeled graphs, or property graphs.
Def 3 (Labeled Oriented Graph)
A labeled oriented graph G, also known as oriented property graph, is given by a quadruplet (V, E, α, β) where V stands for a set of vertices and E stands for a set of edges with E ⊆ {V × V }, α stands for the set of attributes defined over the nodes, and β the set of attributes defined over the relations.
NoSQL graph databases [14] are based on these concepts, attributes and values over the attributes being stored thanks to the (key, value) paradigm which is very common in NoSQL databases. Fig. 3 shows a graph and its structure in (key, value) pairs.
Studies have shown that these technologies present good performances, much better than classical relational databases for representing and querying such large graph databases. Graph Summarization. Data Summarization has been extensively studied in the last decades to produce linguistic sentences, such as Most of the students are young [17] . These approaches are based on the so-called protoforms (e.g., Qy are P ) where Q is a fuzzy quantifier, y are the objects to summarize and P is a (fuzzy) predicate. They focus on relational data where source data are represented in the form of tuples defined over a schema. For instance, the tuples (John, 23, 45000), (Mary, 32, 60000) and (Bill, 38, 55000) are three tuples defined on the schema (Name, Age, Salary). The fuzzy quantifiers are defined over the [0, 1] universe of proportions. We may for instance consider two quantifiers F ew and M ost which membership functions are displayed by Fig. 4 . The quality of linguistic summaries can be assessed by many measures, the seminal one being T , the degree of truth that can be simply computed with a σ-count:
Where n is the number of objects (y i ) that are summarized, and µ P , and µ Q are the membership functions of the summarizer and quantifier, respectively.
There are various ways to examine summaries: Researchers have focused on the design of protoforms, quality measures, efficient algorithms, etc [5] .
We will not recall here all the literature on fuzzy linguistic summaries it has been amply presented in previous works. We will focus instead on the subject of graph data. In this framework, two main characteristics have to be highlighted. First, graph databases are not provided with a strict and given schema such as relational data. In fact, they are close to semi-structured data. Second, graph databases focus on relationships.
Summarizing graph data has been considered for many years, aiming for instance at compressing such data with the use of supernodes as shown by Fig.5 from [13] . To some extent, graph summarization can be assimilated to graph mining. Graph (and tree) mining is seen as the problem of extracting frequent patterns (subgraphs/subtrees) from a large graph. It is often presented as an extension of the so-called itemset mining methods. Such methods have been successfully applied to large graphs by considering efficient approaches [9, 12, 18] .
Several works in the literature have focused on schema extraction in the context of semi-structured graph data, i.e., XML data. The schema extraction problem consists in identifying a schema S from a given set of XML data documents D, such that S captures the structural information of the documents in D in the most minimal way. The schema extraction process is also referred to as schema inference [4] . The underlying structure of a given collection of XML documents can be described using Document Type Definitions (DTD), XML Schema, or via a more general representation such as tree or a graph. The structure extraction techniques in the literature aim to infer three kinds of representations: tree or graph summaries, DTD or XML Schema.
NoSQL Graph Databases
NoSQL graph databases [14] are based on graph concepts with the following additional points:
-Nodes and relationships are labeled with types; -Properties are defined over the nodes and relationships stored according to the (key, value) paradigm, which is very common in NoSQL databases.
It should be noted that types are distinguished from properties, as in NoSQL engines such as Neo4j. These types appear in Fig. 1 as colors for nodes (e.g., Student, House) and as labels for relationships (e.g., Owns).
Generalizing the definition of labeled directed graphs, we propose a formal definition of NoSQL graph databases hereafter:
Def 4 (NoSQL Graph Database) A NoSQL graph database G is given by a tuple (V, E, θ, τ, α, β) where α stands for the set of node properties defined by (key:value) pairs; β stands for the set of edge properties defined by (key:value) pairs; θ stands for the set of node types; τ stands for the set of edge types; -V stands for a set of vertices with ∀v ∈
for the types of v, κ v ⊆ α stands for the properties of v and id v is the vertice identifier; -E stands for a set of edges with ∀e ∈ E, e = (id e , (v 1 e , v 2 e ), t e , λ e ) s.t.
(v 1 e , v 2 e ) ∈ {V × V }, t e ⊆ τ stands for the types of e, λ e ⊆ β stands for the properties of e and id e is the edge identifier.
The set of properties of a node v is denoted by α v , the set of types is denoted by θ v . The set of properties of a relation e is denoted by β e , the set of types is denoted by τ e . Fig. 3 shows a graph and its structure in (key, value) pairs. On this figure, we have:
There exist several NoSQL graph database engines (OrientDB, Neo4J, Hy-perGraphDB, etc.) [3] . Neo4J is considered the best perfomer [16] . All NoSQL graph databases require developers and users to use graph concepts to query data. Queries are called traversals, refering to the action of visiting elements, i.e. nodes and relationships. There are three main ways to traverse a graph:
-Programmatically: using an API; -By functional traversal: using a traversal based on a sequence of functions applied to a graph; -By declarative traversal: explicitly expressing what we want to do and not how we want to do it. The database engine then defines the best way to achieve this goal.
In this paper, we focus on declarative queries over a NoSQL graph database. The Neo4j language is called Cypher.
For instance, in Fig. 6 , a query to return the customers who have visited the "Ritz hotel is displayed. Those customers are both displayed in the list and circled in red in the graph. Cypher clauses are similar to SQL ones. It is based on a "ASCII art" way of writing graph elements. For example, directed relations are written using the − []−>symbol. Types and labels are written after a semi-column (:).
More specifically, queries in Cypher have the following syntax 1 : These operations can even be extended to fuzzy queries [6] . In this work, they are used for computing the linguistic summaries introduced below.
Below, we define the protoforms for summing up NoSQL graph databases.
Structure Summaries
Structure summaries are meant to retrieve the structure of the graph embedded in element types, which could somehow be associated with relational database schema. Such summaries could thus be associated with with schema mining in the literature. The structure summary can be expressed in a linguistic form as follows: In G, Q of the a r b
Example 1 In the toy example, (Student− [rent]−>apartment, M ost), expressed as "Most of the students rent an apartment", is a structure summary.
DataStructure Summaries
Data structure summaries are meant to refine structure summaries. They allow one to differentiate cases when schema depend on the value of properties. For instance, depending on their salary, employees may rent apartments instead of houses. Such summaries are extended in order to allow fuzzy linguistic labels in the refinement. Indeed, it would be both difficult and useless to define summaries on single values such as "the age is 28, as in fuzzy data mining for fuzzy association rule mining. Using fuzzy linguistic labels makes it possible to retrieve fuzzy linguistic summaries where young students and low rental fees are considered. For all these summaries, it is important to discuss the way to assess them. For this purpose, we propose to rely on the extension of the degree of truth.
Degree of Truth
In our framework, the degree of truth determines the extent to which the relationship appearing in the summary is truthful regarding the fuzzy quantifier. For instance, if the summary mentions that most of the students rent an apartment, then the degree of truth describes to which extent a high proportion of students rent an apartment.
There are two ways of calculating this degree. Indeed, it may consist in computing the proportion of students who rent an apartment over the whole student population, or the proportion of students who rent an apartment over the number of students who rent their housing. These two definitions are provided below. The second type of degree of truth is also called the diversity of target source denoted by D T later on in this paper.
Example 4 In the toy example from Fig. 1 , the degree of truth of the summary "S = Student −[rent]−>apartment, M ost" is given by the membership degree to the fuzzy quantifier 2 of the ratio between the number of times a relationship appears between a Student and an Apartment (s)he rents over the number of relations of type Rents starting from a Student node. In this example, we thus have T ruth 2 (S) = µ M ost 4 5 = µ M ost (0.8)
The ratio appearing in the definition of the degree of truth can be compared to the conf idence in association rule mining which acts as a conditional probability.
Below we detail how to extract the above-defined summaries from NoSQL graph databases and some first results.
Queries
Most of the treatments we propose can be performed effectively by defining queries over the NoSQL graph database, so as to obtain a more declarative than procedural way to extract summaries. This property is based on the fact that NoSQL graph databases provide powerful pattern-matching features, as intented in inductive relational databases [10] .
The structure summaries can be retrieved by considering Cypher queries such as:
